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Meet Nichomi Higgins, a highly respected licensed
psychotherapist, speaker, and best-selling author
who is on a mission to empower women around
the globe to achieve their vision of holistic wellness
and fulfillment. With her expert knowledge, Nichomi
has been featured on esteemed platforms like Dr.
Phil, TEDx, and Harvard University. As a firm believer
in the power of perspective and that curiosity and
self-compassion are the keys to unlocking it, she
founded SolCentered Life, a holistic wellness brand
dedicated to helping visionary women thrive and
create a life that aligns with their core values and
desires. With her keen intuition, practical
perspective, and ability to activate change,
Nichomi empowers her audience to take action
toward their dreams and overcome their fears.

In addition to her professional passions, Nichomi is
a dedicated family woman deeply rooted in
ongoing spiritual and personal growth. She is also
an adjunct professor at Pepperdine University,
where she educates and empowers new
professionals in the mental health field. With many
accomplishments under her belt, Nichomi finds
true joy in the life she shares with her husband,
children, and friends. When she isn't speaking,
writing, or teaching, she loves to dance around the
house and watch her favorite.
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Let's turn those
wobbly moments

of humanness into
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ABOUT PURPOSEFUL
PERSPECTIVES

Book Title

Page Count

Genre

Publisher

Purposeful Perspectives

22 

Personal Development 

Self 

:

:

:

:

Printed in the United States of America 

First Printing:  February 2021 

Paperback ISBN= 978-1-7360258-0-2 

Hardback ISBN= 978-1-7360258-1-9

OVERVI EW

Discover the power of transformation through Higgin's 9 Perspective Shifts, honed over her 15+ years
of treating women of color facing depression, anxiety, eating disorders, body image, and religious
trauma. With a unique approach, Higgin's provides a roadmap to healing, empowering you to take
control of your life and journey towards clarity through values, spirituality & boundaries. The book is
more than just a read, it's a toolkit to help you thrive. The accompanying workbook lets you dive
deeper, offering you the chance to be the master of your own healing. Say goodbye to being held
back by the storm of black womanhood standards and hello to dancing gracefully with life's
curveballs. This is a nightstand book you'll use again and again, a custom maintenance manual for a
brighter future.

SYNOPISIS
Purposeful Perspectives is a transformative guide for Black women seeking to improve their well-being and
happiness. The book teaches practical tips and strategies to navigate change, overcome self-criticism, and find
wholeness through emotional, mental, physical, and spiritual balance. With a focus on self-love and
acceptance, the author encourages readers to break free from limiting beliefs and attitudes and unlock their full
potential. The accompanying digital companion journal provides a space for reflection, growth, and steps to
take towards embracing Black girl magic. Get your copy of Purposeful Perspectives and embark on a journey to
self-trust and compassion today!



AUDIENCE
Professional women looking for tools to boost their confidence and enhance their mental, spiritual,
and overall well-being as they navigate the natural ebbs and flows of their evolution and legacy
fulfillment

BOOK THEMED SPEAKING TOPICS (A BRIEF LIST): 
Unleashing Your Inner Leader: The Power of Self-Actualization 
Recharging Your Resilience: Strategies for Overcoming Burnout 
Shedding Stress and Reclaiming Joy: Strategies for Managing Burnout 
Stepping Stones to Success: Crafting a Roadmap for Personal Development 

Additional Information:

BOOK RELEASE

Current Sales Channels Types
Amazon 
Barnes + Noble 
Various Black Owned Book
Retailers 
Etsy 

Recognition
180+ 5 Star reviews 
Amazon #1 Best Seller in
3 Categories: 

Spiritual Growth + Self-
Help 
Personal Growth +
Christianity 
Self-esteem Self-help 

Amazon #2 Best Seller in
2 Categories: 

Personal Transformation 
Happiness



TESTIMONIALS

A must read!!

This book is life changing. Beautifully written.
Women of all ages can benefit from this. I
purchased a 2nd copy recently for a family
member.
- Tamieka

Absolutely wonderfully deep

I chose this rating because the book is phenomenal, and it also includes guides to assist in getting to your valued
direction. The author couldn't be more authentic. I am recommending this book to all my sister girls, and any woman
of color I may come upon in need of guidance. - Shameika Johnson

She Speaks My Language

Beautiful, empowering book. Throughout the whole read, I found myself saying, yes, yes and yes! - Dr. Zoe Shaw

An Absolute Must Read That Feeds the Soul and Elevates the Mind

This is a beautiful guide to awakening the Divine Feminine to her full truth. As a Black woman, this book touched on so
many paradigms that we are plagued with and yet struggle to find solutions for. The author gives practical real life
suggestions and tools that every reader can put to use and immediately experience a shift in their dynamic. - Shara
Prophet

Had To Start A Book Club!

This book is so good I had to start a bookclub to share her thoughts and have discussion. - Jonesgirl99

Therapy In A Book

This book is amazing. While I was reading, I felt like I was engaged in a conversation instead of being a passive reader.
It's therapeutic and probably a book that I will read again as life changes.  - Joi Perdue

You need this book! 

This book gave me my whole life! I am excited that we are having these discussions about Black Women and mental
health & spirituality. There are so many aspects that I could relate to. Healing trauma and old mindsets is not easy,
but this book is a good starting place! Thank you for thinking about us. And the companion book helped me process
what I read in order to put what I learned into action. I 100% recommend this book! - JT and PJ Smith



info@thehighsmithgroup.com

FOR MEDIA/STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS/SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT
INQUIRES CONTACT:

The Highsmith Group:

678-373-9279
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